Errata for “Dancing with the Devil”

Score:

m. 191 cello: slur just final A into next measure (don’t include previous Bb).

Parts:

Violin:

m. 105 quarter rest missing on beat 1.

Cello:

m. 70 half rest missing for beats 1 and 2.
m. 78 tie 2\textsuperscript{nd} to 3\textsuperscript{rd} beat; up bow near third beat.
m. 79 delete second up bow.
m. 100 all up bows.
m. 282 tie 2\textsuperscript{nd} to 3\textsuperscript{rd} beat.
m. 285 tie 2\textsuperscript{nd} to 3\textsuperscript{rd} beat.